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ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACESMARCO ZAMBON AND CHENCHANG ZHUAbstrat. Given a Poisson (or more generally Dira) manifold P , there are two ap-proahes to its geometri quantization: one involves a irle bundle Q over P endowedwith a Jaobi (or Jaobi-Dira) struture; the other one involves a irle bundle with a(pre-) ontat groupoid struture over the (pre-) sympleti groupoid of P . We studythe relation between these two prequantization spaes. We show that the irle bundleover the (pre-) sympleti groupoid of P is obtained from the groupoid of Q via an S1redution that preserves both the groupoid and the geometri struture.Contents1. Introdution 12. Construting the prequantization of P 22.1. The odimension one subalgebroid L̄0 of L̄ 42.2. Desribing L̄ via the braket on funtions 63. Prequantization and redution of Jaobi-Dira strutures 93.1. Redution of Jaobi-Dira strutures as preontat redution 93.2. Redution of prequantizing Jaobi-Dira strutures 113.3. Alternative approahes 134. Prequantization and redution of preontat groupoids 134.1. The Poisson ase 134.2. Path spae onstrutions and the general ase 164.3. Two examples 225. Appendix I 246. Appendix II 267. Appendix III 27Referenes 281. IntrodutionThe geometri quantization of sympleti manifolds is a lassial problem that has beenmuh studied over years. The �rst step is to �nd a prequantization. A sympleti manifold
(P, ω) is prequantizable i� [ω] is an integer ohomology lass. Finding a prequantizationmeans �nding a faithful representation of the Lie algebra of funtions on (P, ω) (endowedwith the Poisson braket) mapping the funtion 1 to a multiple of the identity. Suh arepresentation spae onsists usually of setions of a line bundle over P [14℄, or equivalentlyof S1-antiequivariant omplex funtions on the total spae Q of the orresponding irlebundle [17℄. In the latter ase, endowing Q with a suitable ontat struture, funtions on
P at by the hamiltonian vetor �elds of their pullbaks to Q.Date: April 10, 2008. 1



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 2For more general kinds of geometri struture on P , suh as Poisson or even more generallyDira [6℄ strutures, there are two approahes to extend the geometri quantization ofsympleti manifolds, at least as far as prequantization is onerned: to build a irlebundle on P ompatible with the Possion (resp. Dira) struture over P (see Souriau [17℄for the sympleti ase, [13℄[19℄[5℄ for the Poisson ase, and [24℄ for the Dira ase); tobuild a sympleti (resp. presympleti) groupoid �rst and onstrut a irle bundle on thegroupoid [23℄, with the hope to quantize Poisson manifolds �all at one� as proposed byWeinstein [22℄.The aim of the paper is to study the relation between these two prequantization spaesgiven a Dira manifold (P,L). First of all, we searh for a more transparent desription ofthe geometri strutures (the Jaobi-Dira strutures L̄ of [24℄) on the irle bundles Q over
(P,L). This will be done in Setion 2, both in terms of subbundles and in terms of braketsof funtions.Seondly, in Setion 3, we relate the algebroid assoiated to Q to the algebroid of theprequantization spae in the sense of Weinstein. We do this using preontat redution,paralleling one of the motivating examples of sympleti redution: T ∗M//0G = T ∗(M/G).This gives us evidene at the in�nitesimal level for the relation between the groupoid of Qand the prequantization of the sympleti groupoid of P , whih we desribe in Setion 4 asan S1 redution. We provide a diret proof in the Poisson ase. In the general Dira ase,the proof is done by integrating the results of Setion 3 to the level of groupoids with thehelp of algebroid path spaes. As a byprodut, we obtain the prequantization ondition forthe presympleti groupoid of a Dira manifold P in terms of period groups on P . Thenwe show that this ondition is implied by the prequantization ondition (à la Vaisman) forDira manifolds. This generalizes some of the results in [9℄ and [2℄. We also argue why thisseems the only way to desribe the relation and display two examples.This paper ends with three appendies. Appendix 1 provides a useful tool to performomputations on preontat groupoids, and Appendix 2 desribes expliitly the groupoid ofa loally onformal sympleti manifold. Appendix 3 is an attempt to apply a ontrutionof Vorobjev to the setting of Setion 2.Notation Throughout the paper, unless otherwise spei�ed, (P,L) will always denote aDira manifold, π : Q→ P will be a irle bundle and L̄ will be a Jaobi-Dira struture on
Q. By Γs and Γc we will denote presympleti and preontat groupoids respetively, andwe adopt the onvention that the soure map indues the (Dira and Jaobi-Dira respe-tively) strutures on the bases of the groupoids. By �preontat struture� on a manifoldwe will just mean a 1-form on the manifold.Aknowledgements M.Z. is indebted to Rui Fernandes, for an instrutive invitation toIST Lisboa in January 2005, as well as to Lisa Je�rey. C.Z. thanks Philip Foth, HenriqueBursztyn and Ekhard Meinrenken for invitations to their institutions. Both authors areindebted to Alan Weinstein for his invitation to U.C. Berkeley in February/Marh 2005 andto the organizers of the onferene GAP3 in Perugia (July 2005). Further, we thank A.Cattaneo and K. Makenzie for helpful disussions, and Rui Fernandes for suggesting theapproah used in Subsetion 2.2 and pointing out the referene [20℄.2. Construting the prequantization of PThe aim of this setion is to desribe in an intrinsi way the geometri strutures (Jaobi-Dira strutures L̄) on the irle bundles Q indued by prequantizable Dira manifolds



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 3
(P,L). In Subsetion 2.1 we will attempt to do so in terms of subbundles, but we willsueed only in reonstruting a odimension one subalgebroid of L̄. In Subsetion 2.2 wewill determine L̄ by speifying the braket on funtions that it indues.A desription of L̄ in non-intrinsi terms is given by the prequantization onstrutionof [24℄ (to whih we refer for the main de�nitions), whih we now reall. Let (P,L) be aDira struture. This means that L is a maximal isotropi subbundle of TP ⊕ T ∗P whosesetions are losed under the Courant braket. L is a Lie algebroid with the restritedCourant braket and anhor ρTP : L → TP (whih is just the projetion onto the tangentomponent). This anhor gives a Lie algebra homomorphism from Γ(L) to Γ(TP ) endowedwith the Lie braket of vetor �elds. The pullbak by the anhor therefore indues a map
ρ∗TP : Ω•

dR(P,R) → Ω•
L(P ), the setions of the exterior algebra of L∗, whih desends to amap from de Rham ohomology to the Lie algebroid ohomology H•

L(P ) of L. There is adistinguished lass in H2
L(P ): on TP ⊕ T ∗P there is an anti-symmetri pairing given by
〈X1 ⊕ ξ1,X2 ⊕ ξ2〉− =

1

2
(iX2ξ1 − iX1ξ2).(1)Its restrition Υ to L satis�es dLΥ = 0. The prequantization ondition (whih for Poissonmanifolds was �rst formulated by Vaisman) is

[Υ] = ρ∗TP [Ω](2)for some integer deRham 2-lass [Ω]. When this is satis�ed there exists a Hermitian L-onnetion with urvature 2πiΥ on the line bundleK assoiated to [Ω]. Any suh onnetiondetermines on the orresponding irle bundle Q a Jaobi-Dira struture1 L̄, whose hamil-tonian vetor �elds provide a prequantization representation for the Lie algebra C∞
adm(P )of admissible funtions on P .More expliitly the onstrution of L̄ goes as follows. (2) an be equivalently phrased as

ρ∗TPΩ = Υ + dLβ,(3)where Ω is a losed integral 2-form and β a 1-ohain for the Lie algebroid L, i.e. a setionof L∗. Let π : Q→ P be an S1-bundle with onnetion form σ having urvature Ω; denoteby E the in�nitesimal generator of the S1-ation. In Theorem 4.1 of [24℄ Q was endowedwith the following geometri struture:Theorem 2.1. The subbundle L̄ of E1(Q) given by the diret sum of
{(XH + 〈X ⊕ ξ, β〉E, 0) ⊕ (π∗ξ, 0) : X ⊕ ξ ∈ L}and the line bundles generated by (−E, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) and (−AH , 1) ⊕ (σ − π∗α, 0) is a Jaobi-Dira struture on Q. Here, A ⊕ α is an isotropi setion of TP ⊕ T ∗P satisfying β =

2〈A⊕α, · 〉+|L. Suh a setion always exists, and the subbundle above is independent of thehoie of A⊕ α.It turns out that the geometri struture (L̄,Q) depends on less data than (Q,σ, β).Triples (Q,σ, β) as above de�ne a hermitian L onnetion with urvature 2πiΥ on the linebundle orresponding to Q (Lemma 6.2 in [24℄), via the formula
D• = ∇ρTP • − 2πi〈•, β〉(4)1A Jaobi-Dira struture on Q is a maximally isotropi subbundle of E1(Q) := (TQ × R) ⊕ (T ∗Q × R)whose setions are losed under the extended Courant braket. Examples of Jaobi-Dira manifolds inludepreontat strutures (i.e. 1-forms), Jaobi manifolds and Dira manifolds.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 4where ∇ is the ovariant onnetion orresponding to σ. Further all hermitian L onnetionswith urvature 2πiΥ arise from triples (Q,σ, β) as above (Proposition 6.1 in [24℄). A shortomputation shows that the triples that de�ne the same L onnetion as (Q,σ, β) are exatlythose of the form (Q,σ + π∗γ, β + ρ∗TP γ) for some 1-form γ on P , and that these triples allde�ne the same Jaobi Dira struture L̄ (Lemma 4.1 in [24℄; see also the last omment inSet. 6.1 there).Hene, given a prequantizable Dira manifold (P,L), the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄ on-struted in Thm. 2.1 on Q depends only on a hoie of hermitian L-onnetion with ur-vature 2πiΥ. We all (Q, L̄) a �prequantization spae� for (P,L) beause the assignment
g 7→ {π∗g, •} = −Xπ∗g is a representation of C∞

adm(P ) on the spae of funtions on Q. Werefer to Remark 2.10 for a omment about how many suh geometri strutures there are.2.1. The odimension one subalgebroid L̄0 of L̄. In this subsetion we �x an L on-netion D on K with urvature 2πiΥ and attempt to onstrut the algebroid L̄ from L and
D diretly. (In Prop. 3.3 we will perform the inverse onstrution, i.e. we will reover Lfrom L̄). We will only sueed in reonstruting a odimension one subalgebroid L̄0, whihhowever turns out to be an important objet in Subsetion 3.3. Somehow unexpetedly, itturns out that the isomorphism lass of the Lie algebroid L̄0 is independent of the hoie ofonnetion D.We begin with a useful lemma onerning �at algebroid onnetions (ompare also toLemma 6.1 in [24℄).Lemma 2.2. Let E be any algebroid over a manifold M , K a line bundle over M , and Da Hermitian E-onnetion on K. Consider the entral extension E⊕η R, where 2πiη equalsthe urvature of D; then D̃(Y,g) = DY + 2πig de�nes an E ⊕η R-onnetion on K whih ismoreover �at.Proof. One heks easily that D̃ is indeed an algebroid onnetion. With the de�nition ofentral extension of Lie algebroids and urvature [24℄,

RD̃(e1, e2)s = D̃e1D̃e2s− D̃e2D̃e1s− D̃[e1,e2]sfor elements ei of E⊕ηR and s of K, the result follows by a straightforward alulation. �We will use of this onstrution, whih is just a way to make expliit the struture of atransformation algebroid (see Remark 2.4 below).Lemma 2.3. Let A be any algebroid over a manifold P , πQ : Q → P a priniple SO(n)-bundle, πK : K → P the vetor bundle assoiated to the standard representation of SO(n)on R
n, and D̃ a �at A-onnetion on K preserving its �ber-wise metri. The A-onnetionindues a bundle map hQ : π∗QA → TQ that an be used to extend, by the Leibniz rule,the obvious braket on SO(n)-invariant setions of π∗QA to all setions of π∗QA. The vetorbundle π∗QA, with this braket and hQ as an anhor, is a Lie algebroid.Proof. We �rst reall some fats from Setion 2.5 in [12℄. The A-onnetion D̃ on thevetor bundle K de�nes a map (the �horizontal lift�) hK : π∗KA→ TK overing the anhor

A → TP by taking parallel translations of elements of K along A-paths. Expliitly, �x an
A-path a(t) with base path γ(t), a point x ∈ π−1

K (γ(0)) and let γ̃(t) the unique path in K(over γ(t)) starting at x with D̃a(t)γ̃(t) = 0. We an always write D̃ = ∇ρ•− β̃ where ∇ is ametri TP -onnetion on A and β̃ ∈ Γ(A∗) ⊗ so(K); then ∇ρa(t)γ̃(t) = 〈β̃, a(t)〉γ̃(t). Sine



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 5the left hand side is the projetion of the veloity of γ̃(t) along the Ehresmann distribution
H orresponding to ∇, we obtain d

dt
γ̃(t) = ( d

dt
γ(t))H + 〈β̃, a(t)〉γ̃(t), so that

hK(a(0), x) :=
d

dt
|t=0γ̃(t) = ρ(a(0))H + 〈β̃, a(0)〉x.(5)Of ourse hK does not depend on ∇ or β̃ diretly, but just on D̃. By our assumptions hK isindued by a �horizontal lift� for the priniple bundle Q, i.e. by a SO(n)-equivariant map

hQ : π∗QA → TQ overing the anhor of A. Sine our A-onnetion D̃ is �at, the map thatassoiates to a setion s of A the vetor �eld hQ(π∗Qs) on Q is a Lie algebra homomorphism.On setions π∗Qs1, π∗Qs2 of π∗QA whih are pullbaks of setions of A we de�ne the braketto be π∗Q[s1, s2], and we extend it to all setions of π∗QA by using hQ as an anhor andforing the Leibniz rule. We have to show that the resulting braket satis�es the Jaobiidentity. Given setions si of A and a funtion f on Q one an show that the Jaobiator
[[π∗Qs1, f · π∗Qs2], π

∗
Qs3] + c.p. = 0 by using the fats that the braket on setions of Asatis�es the Jaobi identity and that the orrespondene π∗Qsi 7→ hQ(π∗Qsi) is a Lie algebrahomomorphism. Similarly, the Jaobiator of arbitrary setions of Q is also zero due to fatthat hQ atually indues a homomorphism on all setions of π∗QA. �Remark 2.4. Using hK instead of hQ, the onstrution of the previous lemma leads to analgebroid struture on π∗KA → K. As Kirill Makenzie pointed out to us, π∗KA is justthe transformation algebroid arising from the algebroid ation of A on K given by the �atonnetion D̃. Similarly, the algebroid struture on π∗QA we onstruted in the lemma isthe transformation algebroid struture oming from hQ seen as an algebroid ation of A on

Q.Now we ome bak to our original setting, where we onsider the algebroid L over P anda hermitian L-onnetion on the line bundle K over P . Lemma 2.2 provides us with a �at
L⊕ΥR-onnetion D̃ onK , and by Lemma 2.3 the pullbak of L⊕ΥR to Q is endowed with aLie algebroid struture. Using equation (5) one sees that its anhor hQ : π∗Q(L⊕Υ R) → TQ,at any point of Q, is given by(6) hQ(X, ξ, g) = XH + (〈X ⊕ ξ, β〉 − g)E(here we make hoies to write D as in equation (4) and denote by H the horizontal liftw.r.t. kerσ).We laim that the natural injetion I : π∗Q(L⊕Υ R) → L̄ ⊂ E1(Q), given by I(X, ξ, g) =

(hQ(X, ξ, g), 0) ⊕ (π∗ξ, g) is a Lie algebroid morphism. Its image is the odimension onesubalgebroid L̄0 we are after. To show that I is an algebroid morphism we ompute for S1invariant setions
[I(X1, ξ1, 0), I(X2, ξ2, 0)]E1(Q)

=I([(X1, ξ1), (X2, ξ2)]c, 0) + 〈(X1, ξ1), (X2, ξ2)〉− ((−E, 0) ⊕ (0, 1))

=I([(X1, ξ1, 0), (X2, ξ2, 0)]π∗

Q(L⊕ΥR))

(7)and [I(X, ξ, 0), I(0, 0, 1)]E1 (Q) = 0, where [ , ]c denotes the usual Courant braket on TP ⊕

T ∗P , and that I respets the anhor maps of π∗Q(L⊕Υ R) and L̄.We summarize the above:Proposition 2.5. Assume that the Dira manifold (P,L) satis�es the prequantization on-dition (2). Fix the line bundle K over P assoiated with [Ω] and a Hermitian L-onnetion



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 6
D on K with urvature 2πiΥ. The transformation algebroid π∗Q(L ⊕Υ R) is anoniallyisomorphi to a odimension one subalgebroid L̄0 of L̄.Notie that there is a natural Lie algebroid morphism from π∗Q(L⊕Υ R) (and hene L̄0)to L⊕Υ R.Unfortunately we are not able to give a similar intrinsi desription of L̄ (see Remark 2.7);from suh a desription one ould presumably infer the integrability of the Lie algebroid L̄from the integrability and prequantizability of (P,L), as it happens for L̄0.Remark 2.6. Di�erent hoies of L-onnetion on the line bundle K with urvature 2πiΥusually lead to Lie algebroids L̄ with di�erent foliations (see Remark 2.11), whih thereforean not be isomorphi. However the subalgebroids L̄0 are always isomorphi. Indeed anytwo onnetions with the same urvature are of the form D and D′ = D + 2πiγ, where γis a losed setion of L∗ (see Prop. 6.1 in [24℄). A omputation using dLγ = 0 shows that
(X, ξ) ⊕ g 7→ (X, ξ) ⊕ (g − 〈(X, ξ), γ〉) is a Lie algebroid automorphism of L⊕Υ R. Furtherthis automorphism intertwines the Lie algebroid ations (6) of L ⊕Υ R on Q given by the�horizontal lifts� of the �at onnetions D̃ and D̃′. Hene the transformation algebroids ofthe two ations are isomorphi, as is lear from the desription of Lemma 2.3.We exemplify the fat that ations oming from di�erent �at onnetions are intertwinedby a Lie algebroid automorphism (something that an not our if the anhor of the Liealgebroid is injetive) in the simple ase when the Dira struture on P omes from a lose2-form ω: the Lie algebroid ation of TP ⊕ω R on Q via a onnetion ∇ (with urvature
2πiω) is intertwined to the obvious ation of the Atiyah algebroid TQ/S1 on Q (essentiallygiven by the identity map) via TP ⊕ω R ∼= TQ/S1 is (X, g) 7→ XH − π∗gE, where σ is theonnetion on the irle bundle Q orresponding to ∇.Remark 2.7. The braket on L̄ is determined by (7) and

[I(X, ξ, 0), (−AH , 1) ⊕ (σ − π∗α, 0)] = I(−[(X, ξ), (A,α)]c)

+I(0,Ω(X) − ξ +
1

2
d〈X ⊕ ξ, β〉) − 〈A, ξ〉 ((−E, 0) ⊕ (0, 1)) .

(8)The remaining brakets between setions of the form I(X, ξ, 0), I(0, 0, 1) and (−AH , 1)⊕(σ−
π∗α, 0) vanish, and by the Leibniz rule these brakets determine the braket for arbitrarysetions of L̄. Our di�ulty in understanding the struture of the algebroid L̄ is due to fatthat the setion (−AH , 1)⊕(σ−π∗α, 0) depends on more hoies than just the L-onnetion
D that determines L̄.2.2. Desribing L̄ via the braket on funtions. In this subsetion we will sueed indesribing the geometri struture on the irle bundle Q in terms of the braket on theadmissible funtions on Q (see [24℄ for the de�nition).We adopt the following notation. FS denotes the funtion on Q assoiated to a setion Sof the line bundleK: FS is just the restrition to the bundle of unit vetors Q of the �berwiselinear funtion on K given by 〈·, S〉, where 〈·, ·〉 is the S1-invariant real inner produt on
K orresponding to the hosen Hermitian form on K. Alternatively FS an be desribedas the real part of the S1-antiequivariant funtion on Q that naturally orresponds to thesetion S. By iS we denote the image of the setion S by the ation of i ∈ S1 (i.e. S rotatedby 90◦), and f and g are funtions on P .Proposition 2.8. Assume that the Dira manifold (P,L) satis�es the prequantization on-dition (2). Fix the line bundle K over P assoiated with [Ω] and a Hermitian L-onnetion
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D on K with urvature 2πiΥ. Denote by D̃ the �at onnetion indued as in Lemma 2.2and by hQ : π∗Q(L⊕Υ R) → TQ the horizontal lift assoiated to D̃ given by (6).Suppose a Jaobi-Dira struture L̂ on Q has the following two properties: �rst, nearbyany q ∈ Q suh that TP ∩L is regular near π(q), the admissible funtions for L̂ are exatlythose that are onstant along the leaves of {hQ(X, 0, 0) : X ∈ TP ∩L}. Seond, the braketon loally de�ned admissible funtions is given by

• {π∗f, π∗g}Q = π∗{f, g}P
• {π∗f, FS}Q = F−D̃Xf ,df,fS

• {π∗f, 1}Q = 0
• {FS , 1}Q = −2πFiS .Then L̂ must be the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄ given in Thm. 2.1.Conversely, the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄ given in Thm. 2.1 has the two properties above.Proof. We start by showing that the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄ onstruted in Thm. 2.1satis�es the above two properties. On the set of points where the �harateristi distribution�

C := L̄ ∩ (TQ× R)⊕ (0, 0) of any Jaobi-Dira struture has onstant rank the admissiblefuntions are exatly the funtions f suh that (df, f) annihilate C. In our ase C =
{XH + 〈α,X〉E : X ∈ L ∩ TP} = {hQ(X, 0, 0) : X ∈ TP ∩L} is atually ontained in TQ,so the admissible funtions are those onstant on the leaves of C as laimed.Now we hek that the four formulae for the braket hold. The �rst equation followsfrom the fat that the pushforward of L̄ is the Jaobi-Dira struture assoiated to L (seeSetion 5 in [24℄).For the seond equation we make use of the formulae

E(FS) = −2πFiS and XH(FS) = F∇XS ,where we make some hoie to express D as in equation (4) and XH denotes to horizontallift of X ∈ TP using the onnetion on Q orresponding to the ovariant derivative ∇ on
K. Using these formulae we see

{π∗f, FS}Q = −〈dFS ,X
H
f + 〈(Xf , df), β〉E − fE〉

= F−∇Xf
S+2πi(〈(Xf ,df),β〉−f

= F−D̃Xf ,df,fS
.For the last two equations just notie that, sine (−E, 0) ⊕ (0, 1) is a setion of L̄, thebraket of any admissible funtion with the onstant funtion 1 amounts to applying −Eto that funtion.Now we show that if a Jaobi-Dira struture L̂ satis�es the two properties in the state-ment of the proposition, then it must be L̄. By Remark 2.9, the braket of dimQ− rkC+1independent funtions at regular points of C := L̂ ∩ (TQ× R) ⊕ (0, 0) determines L̂, so wehave to show that our two properties arry the information of the braket of dimQ−rkC+1independent funtions at regular points of C .It will be enough to onsider the open dense subset of the regular points of C where

C = {hQ(X, 0, 0) : X ∈ TP ∩L} (This subset is dense beause it inludes the points q suhthat C is regular near q and TP ∩L is regular near π(q)). Sine there C is atually ontainedin TQ it is lear that 1 and {π∗f} are admissible funtions, for f any admissible funtionon P (this means that f is onstant along the leaves of L∩TP ; there are dimP − rkC suh
f whih are linearly independent at π(q)). Further we an onstrut an admissible funtion
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FS as follows: take a submanifold Y near π(q) whih is transverse to the foliation given by
L ∩ TP , and de�ne the setion S|Y so that it has norm one (i.e. its image lies in Q ⊂ K).Then extend S to a neighborhood of π(q) by starting at a point y of Y and �following� theleaf of C through S(y) (notie that C is a �at partial onnetion on Q → P overing thedistribution L ∩ TP on P ). Sine C is S1 invariant, the resulting funtion FS is learlyonstant along the leaves of C, hene admissible. Altogether we obtain dimQ − rkC + 1admissible funtions in a neighborhood of q for whih we know the brakets, so we aredone. �Remark 2.9. On any Jaobi-Dira manifold (Q, L̂) the braket on the sheaf of admissiblefuntions (C∞

adm(Q), {·, ·}) determines the subbundle L̂ of E1(Q). (This might seem a bitsurprising at �rst, sine the set of admissible funtions is usually muh smaller than C∞(Q)).The set of points where C := L̂∩ (TQ×R)⊕ (0, 0) (an analog of a �harateristi distri-bution�) has loally onstant rank is an open dense subset of Q, sine C is an intersetionof subbundles. Hene by ontinuity it is enough to reonstrut the subbundle L̄ on eahpoint q of this open dense set.Sine we assume that C has onstant rank near q, given C∞
adm(Q) in a neighborhoodof q we an reonstrut C as the distribution annihilated by (df, f) where f ranges over

C∞
adm(Q). We an learly �nd dimQ− rkC + 1 admissible funtions fi suh that {(dfi, fi)}forms a basis of ρT ∗Q×R(L̂) = C◦ near q. The fat that eah fi is an admissible funtionmeans that there exist (Xi, φi) suh that (Xi, φi) ⊕ (dfi, fi) is a smooth setion of L̂. Nowknowing the braket of any fj with the other fi's, i.e. the pairing of (Xj , φj) with allelements of ρT ∗Q×R(L̂), does not quite determine (Xj , φj). However it determines (Xj , φj)up to setions of C, hene the diret sum of the span of all (Xi, φi) ⊕ (dfi, fi) and of Cis a well de�ned subbundle of E1(Q). Moreover it has the same dimension as L̂ and it isspanned by setions of L̂, so it is L̂.We end this setion by ommenting on �how many prequantization spaes� there are andon Morita equivalene.Remark 2.10. Two L-onnetions on K are gauge equivalent if the di�er by dLφ for somefuntion φ : P → S1. Gauge-equivalent L-onnetions D on K with urvature 2πiΥ giverise to isomorphi Jaobi-Dira strutures: denoting by Φ the bundle automorphism of

Q given by q 7→ q · π∗φ, using the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [24℄ one an show that if
D2 = D1 − 2πidLφ then (Φ∗, Id) ⊕ ((Φ−1)∗, Id) is an isomorphism from the Jaobi-Dirastruture indued by D1 to the one indued by D2. Alternatively one an hek diretlyfor the braket of funtions that Φ∗{·, ·}D2 = {Φ∗·,Φ∗·}D1 . The gauge-equivalene lassesof L-onnetions with urvature 2πiΥ are a prinipal homogeneous spae for H1

L(P,U(1))(see the proof of Prop. 6.1 in [24℄).Remark 2.11. We have seen that the prequantization spae Q of a prequantizable Diramanifold (P,L) an be endowed with various non-isomorphi Jaobi-Dira strutures L̄.It is easy to see that (Q, L̄1) and (Q, L̄2) will usually not even be Morita equivalent, forany reasonable notion of Morita equivalene of Jaobi-Dira manifold (or of their respe-tive preontat groupoids). Indeed for P = R with the zero Poisson struture, hoosing
(Q,σ, β) = (S1 × R, dθ, x∂x) as in Example 4.12 one obtains a Jaobi struture on Q withthree leaves, whereas hoosing (S1 ×R, dθ, 0)) one obtains a Jaobi struture with unount-ably many leaves (namely all S1 × {q}). On the other hand, one of the general propertiesof Morita equivalene is to indue a bijetion on the spae of leaves.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 93. Prequantization and redution of Jaobi-Dira struturesIn the last setion we onsidered a prequantizable Dira manifold (P,L) and endowed
Q (the total spae of the irle bundle over P ) with distinguished Jaobi-Dira strutures
L̄. Even though Lc, the Jaobi-Dira struture anonially assoiated to L, is just thepushforward of L̄, there is no Lie algebroid morphism L̄ → L in general (we will elaboratemore on this in Subsetion 3.3). In this setion we will reover the Lie algebroid L from
L̄ via a redution proedure, whih we will globalize to the orresponding Lie groupoids inthe next Setion.3.1. Redution of Jaobi-Dira strutures as preontat redution. We reall afamiliar fat: in sympleti geometry, we have the well-known motivating example of sym-pleti redution T ∗M//0G = T ∗(M/G). In [10℄, it is extended to ontat geometry byreplaing T ∗M by the osphere bundle of M . Here we prove a similar result by replaing
T ∗M by T ∗M × R�another natural ontat manifold assoiated to any manifold M . Leta Lie group G ats on a ontat manifold (C, θ) preserving the ontat form θ. Then, amoment map is a map J from the manifold M to g

∗ (the dual of the Lie algebra) suh thatfor all v in the Lie algebra g:(9) 〈J, v〉 = θM(vM ),where vM is the in�nitesimal generator of the ation on M given by v. The momentmap J is automatially equivariant with respet to the oadjoint ation of G on g
∗ givenby ξ · g = L∗

gR
∗
g−1ξ. A group ation as above together with its moment map is alledHamiltonian. Notie that any group ation preserving the ontat form is Hamiltonian.There are two sorts of ontat redution by Albert and Willett respetively [1℄ [25℄. Butthey are the same if redued at 0, whih is used here, namely,

C//0G := J−1(0)/G,is again a smooth ontat manifold with the indued ontat form θ̄ suh that π∗(θ̄) =
θ|J−1(0).Lemma 3.1. Let group G at on manifold M freely and properly. Then G has an induedation on the ontat manifold (C := T ∗M × R, θ := θc + dt) where θc is the anonial1-form on T ∗M and t is the oordinate on R. Then this ation is Hamiltonian and theontat redution at 0

T ∗M × R//0G = T ∗(M/G) × R.Proof. The indued G ation on T ∗M ×R is by g · (ξ, t) = ((g−1)∗ξ, t), and it preserves the1-form θc + dt. The projetion of this ation on M is the G ation on M so it is also freeand proper. Then the moment map J is determined by
〈J(ξ, t), v〉 = (θc + dt)(ξ,t)(vC) = θc(vC) = 〈ξ, vM 〉,where vC (resp. vM ) denotes the vetor �led orresponding to the in�nitesimal ation of Gon the manifold C (reps. M). Sine all in�nitesimal generators vC are nowhere proportionalto the Reeb vetor �eld ∂

∂t
, by Remark 3.2 in [25℄ all points of T ∗M × R are regular pointsof J . So J−1(0) = {(ξ, t) : 〈ξ, vM 〉 = 0 ∀v ∈ g} = {(π∗µ, t) : µ ∈ T ∗(M/G)} (with

π : M → (M/G)) is a smooth manifold. Therefore it is not hard to see that there is awell-de�ned
Φ : J−1(0)/G → T ∗(M/G) × R, ,by ([ξ], t) 7→ (µ, t),



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 10where µ is uniquely determined by π∗µ = ξ and we used the notation [·] to denote thequotient of points (and later tangent vetors) of J−1(0) by the G ation. It is not hardto see that Φ is an isomorphism sine the two sides have the same dimension and Φ isobviously surjetive. The ontat form on T ∗(M/G) × R orresponding to the reduedontat form θ̄ via the isomorphism Φ is the anonial one: for a tangent vetor ([v], λ ∂
∂t

) ∈

T[ξ],t(J
−1(0)/G),̄

θ[ξ],t([v], λ
∂

∂t
) = θξ,t(v, λ

∂

∂t
) = ξ(p∗v) + λ = µ(p̄∗Φ∗[v]) + λ,where p : T ∗M → M and p̄ : T ∗(M/G) → M/G. Here we used p̄∗Φ∗[v] = π∗p∗v, whihfollows from the fat that Φ is a vetor bundle map, and we abuse notation by denotingwith the same symbol a restrition of Φ. �This result extends to the preontat situation. Let L̄ be a subbundle of E1(M) =

(TM × R) ⊕ (T ∗M × R). It is a preontat manifold with a preontat 1-form(10) θL̄ = pr∗(θc + dt),where pr is the projetion L̄→ T ∗M × R.Proposition 3.2. When (Q, L̄) is a Jaobi-Dira manifold, L̄ is a preontat manifold asdesribed above. If the group G ats freely and properly on Q preserving the Jaobi-Dirastruture, the ation lifts to a free proper Hamiltonian ation on L̄ with moment map J ,
〈J((X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g)), v〉 = θL̄|(X,f)⊕(ξ,g)(vL̄) = ξ(vQ).Write gQ as a short form for {vQ : v ∈ g} ⊂ TQ, and let LP ⊂ E1(P ) be the pushforwardof L̄ via π : Q→ P := Q/G. Then(1) J−1(0) is a subalgebroid of L̄ i� L̄ ∩ (gQ, 0) ⊕ (0, 0) has onstant rank, and in thatase L̄//0G := J−1(0)/G has an indued Lie algebroid struture;(2) J−1(0)/G ∼= LP both as Lie algebroids and preontat manifolds, i� L̄ ∩ (gQ, 0) ⊕

(0, 0) = {0}. Here the preontat forms are the redued 1-form on J−1(0)/G andthe one de�ned as in (10) on LP respetively.Proof. The G ation on Q lifts to L̄ by g · (X, f)⊕ (ξ, g) = (g∗X, f)⊕ ((g−1)∗ξ, g), and theresulting moment map J is learly as laimed in the statement.To prove (1) we start with some linear algebra and �x x ∈ Q. We have a map π∗ : TxQ→
Tπ(x)(Q/G), hene we an push forward L̄|x to

LP |π(x) := {(π∗X, f) ⊕ (µ, g) : (X, f) ⊕ (π∗µ, g) ∈ L̄|x}to obtain a linear Jaobi-Dira subspae of E1(Q/G)|π(x). Sine L̄ is G invariant, doing thisat every x ∈ Q we obtain a well de�ned subbundle of E1(Q/G), whih however might failto be smooth2. We have a surjetive map
Φ : J−1(0) = {(X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) ∈ L̄ : ξ = π∗µ for some µ ∈ Tπ(x)(Q/G)} → LP

(X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) 7→ (π∗X, f) ⊕ (µ, g)
(11)whose kernel is exatly J−1(0)∩ (gQ, 0)⊕ (0, 0) (Notie that the map is well de�ned for π isa submersion). So J−1(0) has onstant rank i� J−1(0)∩ (gQ, 0)⊕ (0, 0) = L̄∩ (gQ, 0)⊕ (0, 0)does. In this ase it is easy to see that J−1(0) is losed under the Courant braket: theCourant braket of two setions of J−1(0) lie in L̄ (beause L̄ is losed under the braket),2For example it is not smooth when G = R, Q = R

2, vQ = ∂
∂x

and L̄ is the graph of the 1-form y2

2
dx.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 11therefore one just has to show that its otangent omponent is annihilated by gQ. By astraight-forward omputation this is true for G-invariant setions, and by the Leibniz rule itfollows for all setions of J−1(0), i.e. J−1(0) is a subalgebroid. Clearly J−1(0)/G beomes analgebroid with the braket indued from the one on J−1(0) and anhor ([X], f)⊕ ([ξ], g) 7→
π∗X (where [·] denotes the equivalene relation given by the G ation).To prove (2) onsider the map Φ above. It indues an isomorphism of vetor bundles over
P between J−1(0)/G and LP i� it is �berwise injetive, i.e. i� L̄ ∩ (gQ, 0) ⊕ (0, 0) = {0}.Sine J−1(0)/G (being a preontat redution) is a smooth manifold and J−1(0)/G ∼= LP ispoint-wise a subbundle of E1(P ), it follows that LP is a smooth vetor bundle over P . We areleft with showing that Φ indues an isomorphism of Lie algebroids and preontat manifolds.Using the fat that operations appearing in the de�nition of Courant braket suh as takingLie derivatives ommute with taking quotient of G (for example π∗(Lπ∗Xµ) = LXπ

∗µ) wededue that Φ : J−1(0) → LP is a surjetive morphism of Lie algebroids, hene the induedmap Φ : J−1(0)/G → LP an isomorphism of Lie algebroids.The isomorphism of preontat manifolds follows from an entirely similar argument as inLemma 3.1. We onsider a tangent vetor ([w], κ ∂
∂s

)⊕ ([v], λ ∂
∂t

) ∈ T([X],f)⊕([ξ],g)(J
−1(0)/G),then Φ(([X], f) ⊕ ([ξ], g)) = (π∗X, f) ⊕ (µ, g), where π∗µ = ξ. So the indued 1-form θ̄ on

J−1(0)/G satis�es,
θ̄[X],f,[ξ],g([w], κ

∂

∂s
)⊕ ([v], λ

∂

∂t
) = θX,f,ξ,g(w, κ

∂

∂t
)⊕ (v, λ

∂

∂t
) = ξ(p∗v)+λ = µ(p̄∗Φ∗[v])+λ,where p : L̄ → Q and p̄ : LP → P are projetions. Therefore θ̄ = Φ∗θLP

with θLP
theanonial 1-form as in (10).
�3.2. Redution of prequantizing Jaobi-Dira strutures. Now we adapt the generaltheory of redution of Jaobi-Dira manifolds as we disussed above to our situation, namelywe onsider a prequantization Q of Dira manifold (P,L). Then Q is Jaobi-Dira witha free and proper S1 ation whih preserves the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄. Let Lc :=

{(X, 0) ⊕ (ξ, g) : (X, ξ) ∈ L, g ∈ R} denote the Jaobi-Dira struture assoiated to theDira manifold (P,L). Then Lc naturally has a preontat form as desribed in (10). Thealgebroids L̄, Lc and L �t into the following diagram (where we denote dimensions andranks by supersripts):
L̄n+2

��

(Lc)n+1 //

��

Ln

{{ww
ww

ww
ww

ww

Qn+1 π
// PnThe left two algebroids in the diagram are related by the redution desribed in the nextproposition:Proposition 3.3. When (Q, L̄) is a prequantization of Dira manifold (P,L) we have

J−1(0) = L̄0 (reall that L̄0 was de�ned at the end of Setion 2.1) and the isomorphisms ofpreontat manifolds and algebroids,
L̄//0S

1 ∼= Lc.Proof. The equality is lear from the haraterization of J−1(0) in Prop. 3.2 and from thede�nition of L̄0. For the isomorphism notie that Lc = LP (this is equivalent to saying that
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π is a forward Jaobi-Dira map) and apply Prop. 3.2 (whih holds beause the assumption
L̄∩ (gq, 0)⊕ (0, 0) = {0} is satis�ed, as is lear from the de�nition of L̄ in Theorem 2.1). �Now we make use of the last lemma to establish a relation to the relevant Lie groupoids.See the remark below for an interpretation in terms of in�nitesimal ounterpart to a Liegroupoid redution.Lemma 3.4. If the presympleti groupoid Γs(P ) exists, then

L̄//0S
1 ∼= A(Γ̃c(P )),as algebroids, where A(Γ̃c(P )) is the algebroid of the prequantization Γ̃c(P ) of the s.s.. sym-pleti groupoid of P . Further, along points of P , the redued 1-form on L̄//0S

1 oinideswith the 1-form on Γ̃c(P ).Proof. We will see in items (4) and (5) of Thm. 4.10 that the prequantizability and integra-bility of (P,L) implies that Γs(P ) is prequantizable, and that the prequantization bundle
Γ̃c(P ) is a groupoid integrating Lc. (In the Poisson ase this follows from [9℄ and [2℄) .Hene the algebroid isomorphism follows from Prop. 3.3. Equation (18) in Lemma 5.1 givesa Lie algebroid isomorphism between ker s∗|P and Lc, under whih the restrition of the1-form on Γ̃c(P ) and the preontat form (10) on Lc at points of P orrespond (notie thatat points of the zero setion P the preontat form on Lc is just pr∗dt, i.e. the projetiononto the last omponent). �Remark 3.5. As we will see in the next setion, there is an S1 ation on the preontatgroupoid (Γc(Q), θΓ, fΓ) of (Q, L̄) (see De�nition 4.3), whih is anonially indued by the
S1 ation on Q and whih hene makes the soure map equivariant and whih respetsthe 1-form and multipliative funtion on the groupoid. The equivariane makes sure thattaking derivatives along the identity one gets an S1 ation on ker s∗|Q by vetor bundleisomorphism. Further, as we will show in Lemma 5.1 in the appendix, one an show that
ker s∗|Q ∼= L̄ via

Y 7→ (t∗Y,−rΓ∗Y ) ⊕ (−dθΓ(Y )|TQ, θΓ(Y ))is an isomorphism of Lie algebroids where e−rΓ = fΓ. Under this identi�ation, the S1ation is the natural one desribed at the beginning of the proof of Prop. 3.2, beause the
S1 ation on Γc(Q) respets t,rΓ and θΓ. Further, under the above isomorphism, θΓ|Q and(the restrition to the zero setion of) the 1-form (10) on L̄ learly oinide. We onludethat the S1 ation we onsidered in this subsetion is the in�nitesimal version of the S1ation on (Γc(Q), θΓ).Therefore the question arises of the relation between the two S1-ontat redutions at 0.The answer is ontained in Lemma 3.4 and the next setion, where we will show that theontat redution of Γc(Q) is isomorphi, both as ontat manifold and a groupoid, to thes.s.. ontat groupoid of P , and that Γ̃c(Q) is a disrete quotient of it. This means thatontat redution ommutes with taking Lie algebroid, that is

A(Γc(Q)//0S
1) = A(Γc(Q))//0S

1.Further we also have a orrespondene at the intermediate step of the redution, namelyfor the zero level sets of the moment maps (see item (3) of Thm. 4.8).



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 133.3. Alternative approahes. We explain why our onstrution seems the only way todesribe the relation between the algebroids (and hene the groupoids) appearing in thepiture. We just need to assume that (P,L) be a prequantizable Dira manifold and we�x a onnetion D with urvature 2πiΥ as in Subsetion 2.1, i.e. we �x a prequantization
(Q, L̄). As shown in [24℄ the projetion π : Q→ P is a forward Jaobi-Dira map, so L anbe reovered as the pushforward by π of L̄; however this is unsatisfatory beause it doesno imply anything about the relation between the orresponding groupoids.For the odimension one subalgebroid L̄0 of L̄ the natural map

Φ : L̄0 → Lc, (X, 0) ⊕ (π∗ξ, g) 7→ (π∗X, 0) ⊕ (ξ, g)is a (surjetive) morphism of Lie algebroids. (See the proofs of Prop. 3.2 and Prop. 3.3.This is the same algebroid morphism mentioned after Prop. 2.5, upon usage of the Liealgebroid isomorphism Lc → L⊕Υ R from [9℄ or Setion 5.2 of [16℄).However this map an not be usually extended to an algebroid morphism de�ned on L̄.Indeed usually there annot be any Lie algebroid morphism from L̄ to Lc or L with basemap π: reall that a morphism of algebroids maps eah orbit of the soure algebroid intoan orbit of the target algebroid. If the map π : Q → P indued a morphism of algebroids,then the orbits of L̄ would be mapped into the orbits of Lc (whih oinide with those of
L). However this happens exatly when (one and hene all hoies of) the vetor �eld Aappearing in Thm. 2.1 is tangent to the foliation of L (see Setion 4.1 of [24℄). In the aseof Example 4.12, i.e. Q = S1 × R and P = R, the orbits of T ∗Q × R are exatly three(namely S1 ×R+, S

1 ×{0} and S1 ×R−), and π does not map them into the orbits of T ∗P ,whih are just points.Hene L̄ and Lc are usually not related by an algebroid morphism, but bringing into thepiture the 1-form θL̄ allows to relate them by S1-redution: the zero level set of the momentmap is L̄0, and the natural algebroid morphism Φ : L̄0 → Lc shows that the redued spaeis isomorphi to Lc.4. Prequantization and redution of preontat groupoidsIn this setion we analyze the relation between the groupoids assoiated to (P,L) and
(Q, L̄), leading to an �integrated� version of Proposition 3.3 (i.e. to redution of groupoids).In Subsetion 4.1 we will perform the redution using �nite dimensional arguments, restrit-ing ourselves for simpliity to the ase when P is a Poisson manifold. If on one hand our�nite dimensional proof might appeal more to geometri intuition, it will not allow to on-lude whether the redued groupoids we obtain are soure simply onneted. In Subsetion4.2, for the general ase when P is a Dira manifold, we will obtain a omplete desriptionof the redution using path spaes. We will onlude with two examples.4.1. The Poisson ase. In this subsetion we show our results for Poisson manifold withoutusing the in�nite dimensional path spaes.We start displaying a simple example, whih was also a motivating example in [7℄.Example 4.1. Let (P, ω) be a simply onneted integral sympleti manifold, and (Q, θ) aprequantization. We have the following diagram of groupoids:

(Q×Q× R,−e−sθ1 + θ2, e
−s)

����

(Q×S1 Q, [−θ1 + θ2])

����

// (P × P,−ω1 + ω2)

ttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ttiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Q // P



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 14The �rst groupoid is a (usually not s.s..) ontat groupoid of (Q, θ), with oordinate son the R fator. The seond is a ontat groupoid of (P, ω) whih is a prequantization ofthe third groupoid (the s.s.. sympleti groupoid of (P, ω)). The S1 ation on Q induesa irle ation on its ontat groupoid with moment map given by 〈J, 1〉 = −e−s + 1, sothat its zero level set is obtained setting s = 0, and dividing by the irle ation we obtainexatly the seond groupoid above, i.e. the prequantization of the s.s.. groupoid of (P, ω).Let (P,L) be a Poisson manifold, and assume that it is prequantizable and integrableto a s.s. sympleti groupoid Γs(P ). Here we look at P as a Dira manifold, i.e. Lis the graph of the Poisson bivetor of P . As shown in Setion 3.3 of [2℄ (see Theorem4.2 for a straightforward generalization), the prequantizability of (P,L) implies that theperiod group of any soure �ber of Γs(P ) is ontained in Z. By Prop. 2 in [2℄ or Thm.3 in [9℄ this last ondition is equivalent to saying that the sympleti groupoid Γs(P ) isprequantizable in the sense of [7℄. Its unique prequantization will be denoted by Γ̃c(P )and turns out to be a (usually not s.s..) ontat groupoid of P , i.e. it integrates the Liealgebroid Lc. Hene �integrating� the redution statements of the last setion we will larifythe relation between the �global objet� assoiated to the prequantization Q (i.e. the s.s..ontat groupoid Γc(Q)) and the prequantization of Γs(P ) (whih in a way an be thoughtof as a di�erent way to prequantize (P,L), for example beause it allows to onstrut aprequantization representation of the Lie algebra of funtions on P ).Assuming that (P,L) be prequantizable, integrable (as a Poisson manifold) and that
(Q, L̄) be integrable, we obtain (smooth) groupoids that �t into the following diagram;we omitted Γ̃c(P ), whih is just a disrete quotient of the s.s.. ontat groupoid Γc(P ).See the previous setion for the diagram of the orresponding algebroids; again we denotedimensions by supersripts.

Γc(Q)2n+3

����

Γc(P )2n+1

����

// Γs(P )2n

xxqqqqqqqqqqq

xxqqqqqqqqqqq

Qn+1 π
// PnTheorem 4.2. Let (P,L) be an integrable prequantizable Poisson manifold, and (Qn+1, L̄)one of its prequantizations, whih we assume to be integrable. Then:

• The s.s. ontat groupoid Γc(P ) of (P,L) is obtained from the s.s.. ontat groupoid
Γc(Q) of (Q, L̄) by S1 ontat redution.

• The prequantization of the s.s.. sympleti groupoid Γs(P ) is a disrete quotient of
Γc(P ).Proof. S1 ats on Q, and it ats also on TQ ⊕ T ∗Q by the tangent and otangent lifts.The S1 ation preserves the subbundle given by the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄, hene weobtain an S1 ation on the algebroid L̄→ Q. The soure simply onneted (s.s..) ontatgroupoid (Γc(Q), θΓ, fΓ) of (Q, L̄) is onstruted anonially from the algebroid L̄ via thepath-spae onstrution, so it inherits an S1 ation that preserves its geometri and groupoidstrutures. In partiular the soure and target maps are S1 equivariant, and similarly themultipliation map Γc(Q)s ×t Γc(Q) → Γc(Q). Also, the S1 ation preserves the ontatform, so there is a moment map J1 : Γc(Q) → R by J1(g) = θΓ(vΓ(g)) where vΓ denotes thein�nitesimal generator of the S1 ation. We divide the proof in three steps.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 15Step 1: J−1
1 (0) is a s.s.. Lie subgroupoid of Γc(Q).We start by showing that J1 = 1 − fΓ; this expliit3 formula will turn out to be neessaryin Step 2.To do this we will use several properties of ontat groupoids, for whih to refer toRemark 2.2 in [26℄. The identity J1 + fΓ = 1 is lear along the identity setion Q, sine

fΓ is a multipliative funtion and vΓ is tangent to Q whih is a Legendrian submanifoldof (Γc(Q), θΓ). So to show that the statement holds at any point of Γc(Q) it is enough toshow that 〈d(fΓ +J1),XfΓt∗u〉 = 0 for funtions u ∈ C∞(Q), sine hamiltonian vetor �elds
XfΓt∗u span ker s∗. The statement follows by two omputations: �rst

〈dfΓ,XfΓt∗u〉 = 〈dfΓ, fΓt
∗uEΓ + ΛΓd(fΓt

∗u)〉

=fΓ · 〈dfΓ,ΛΓd(t
∗u)〉 = −fΓ · d(t∗u)XfΓ = fΓ ·E(u),

(12)where we used twie EΓ(fΓ) = 0 and the fat that t is a −fΓ-Jaobi map. Seond,
〈d(θΓ(vΓ)),XfΓt∗u〉 = −dθΓ(vΓ,XfΓt∗u) = 〈−d(fΓt

∗u), (vΓ − θΓ(vΓ)EΓ)〉 = −fΓ ·E(u),where we use the fat that LvΓθΓ = 0 in the �rst equality, the formula dθΓ(Xφ, w) =

−〈dφ,wH 〉 valid for any funtion φ on a ontat groupoid (where wH is the projetion ofthe tangent vetor w to ker θΓ along the Reeb vetor �eld EΓ) in the seond one, and in thelast equality that EΓ(fΓ),vΓ(fΓ),t∗EΓ all vanish and that the S1 ations on Γc(Q) and Qare intertwined by the target map t.Sine fΓ is multipliative, it is lear that J−1
1 (0) = f−1

Γ (1) is a subgroupoid.Further J−1
1 (0) is a smooth submanifold of Γc(Q): by Prop. 3.1.4 in [25℄ g ∈ Γc(Q) is asingular point of J1 i� vΓ(g) is a non-zero multiple of EΓ(g). Sine θΓ(EΓ) = 1 this is neverthe ase if g ∈ J−1

1 (0), so 0 is a regular value of J1.To show that J−1
1 (0) is a Lie subgroupoid we still need to show that its soure and targetmaps are submersions onto Q. We do so by showing expliitly that (ker s∗∩ker dfΓ) (whihalong Q will be the algebroid of J−1

1 (0)) has rank one less than ker t∗; this is lear sine bythe �rst equation of Step 1 it is just {XfΓt∗π∗v : v ∈ C∞(P )}.For the proof of the soure simply onnetedness of the subgroupoid J−1
1 (0) we refer toThm. 4.8.Step 2: The ontat redution J−1

1 (0)/S1 is the s.s.. ontat groupoid Γc(P ) of P .
J−1

1 (0)/S1 is smooth beause the S1 ation is free and proper, and by ontat redutionit is a ontat manifold, so we just have to show that the Lie groupoid struture desendsand is a ompatible one.The S1 equivariane of the soure and target maps of Γc(Q) ensure that soure andtarget desend to maps J−1
1 (0)/S1 → P (= Q/S1). Sine the multipliation on Γc(Q) is

S1 equivariant, the multipliation on J−1
1 (0) indues a multipliation on J−1

1 (0)/S1. It isroutine to hek this makes J−1
1 (0)/S1 into a groupoid over P . Further, sine the souremap intertwines the S1 ation on J−1(0) and the free S1 ation on the base Q, the soure�bers of J−1

1 (0)/S1 will be di�eomorphi to the orresponding soure �bers of J−1
1 (0), henewe obtain a s.s.. Lie groupoid. Sine J−1

1 (0) → J−1
1 (0)/S1 is a surjetive submersion, the3The laim of Step 1 follows even without knowing the expliit formula for J1. Indeed one an show that

J−1
1 (0) is a subgroupoid by means of the identity J1(gh) = f(h)J1(g) + J1(h), whih is derived using themultipliativity of θΓ and the fat that vΓ is a multipliative vetor �eld (i.e. vΓ(g) · vΓ(h) = vΓ(gh) ; this isjust the in�nitesimal version of the statement that the multipliation map is S1 equivariant). Sine J−1

1 (0)is a smooth wide subgroupoid it is transverse to the s �bers nearby the identity, therefore its soure andtarget maps are submersions and hene it is atually a Lie subgroupoid.
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fΓ-twisted multipliativity of θΓ implies that the indued 1-form θ̂Γ is multipliative, i.e.
(J−1

1 (0)/S1, θ̂Γ, f̂Γ) is a ontat groupoid.In order to prove that the above ontat groupoid orresponds to the original Poissonstruture ΛP on P , we have to show that the soure map ŝ : J−1
1 (0)/S1 → P is a Jaobimap (i.e. a forward Jaobi-Dira map). Consider the diagram

J−1
1 (0)

πJ1−−−−→ J−1
1 (0)/S1

s





y
ŝ





y

Q
π

−−−−→ P.We adopt the following short-form notation: for a 1-form α, Lα will denote the Jaobi-Dira struture assoiated to α [21℄. Then for the pullbak Jaobi-Dira struture we have
i∗LθΓ = Li∗θΓ, where i is the inlusion of J−1

1 (0) into Γc(Q), and the redued 1-form isreovered as πJ1∗i
∗LθΓ = L

θ̂Γ
. So by the funtoriality of the pushforward, it is enough toshow that π∗s∗Li∗θΓ , whih by de�nition is

{((π ◦ s)∗Y, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) : (Y, f) ⊕ ((π ◦ s)∗ξ, g) ∈ Li∗θΓ},(13)equals the Jaobi-Dira struture given by ΛP . First we determine whih tangent vetors Yto J−1
1 (0) and f ∈ R have the property that i∗(dθΓ(Y )+ fθΓ) annihilates ker(π ◦ s)∗, whihusing equation (12) is equal to {XfΓt∗π∗v : v ∈ C∞(P )} ⊕ RvΓ. A omputation similar tothose arried out in Step 1 and using the expliit formula J = 1 − fΓ shows that this isthe ase when f = 0 and π∗t∗Y = 0, whih by a omputation similar to (12) amounts to

Y ∈ {Xs∗π∗v : v ∈ C∞(P )}⊕RvΓ. These will be exatly the �Y � and �f � appearing in (13);a short omputation using the fats that the soure map of Γc(Q) and π are Jaobi mapsshows that (13) equals {(−ΛP ξ, 0) ⊕ (ξ, g) : ξ ∈ T ∗P, g ∈ R}, as was to be shown.Step 3: ((J−1
1 (0)/S1)/Z, θ̂Γ) is the prequantization of the s.s.. sympleti groupoid Γs(P )of P . Here Z ats as a subgroup of R by the �ow of the Reeb vetor �eld ÊΓ.Consider the ation on J−1

1 (0)/S1 by its Reeb vetor �eld ÊΓ, whih by the ontat redutionproedure is the projetion of the Reeb vetor �eld EΓ of Γc(Q) under J−1
1 (0) → J−1

1 (0)/S1.The t-image of a vΓ orbit is an orbit of the S1 ation on Q, sine the target map is S1equivariant. Hene eah vΓ orbit meets eah t-�ber at most one. Further eah EΓ-orbitis ontained in a single t-�ber (sine t∗EΓ = 0), so an EΓ orbit meets any orbit of the S1ation on Γc(Q) at most one. Therefore the period of an EΓ orbit and of the orresponding
ĒΓ orbit are equal, and the �rst period is always an integer number (beause s∗EΓ = EQ,the generator of the irle ation on Q).Now the we know that the periods of ĒΓ are integers, we an just apply Theorems 2 and3 of [9℄ to prove our laim. �4.2. Path spae onstrutions and the general ase. In this subsetion we generalizeThm. 4.2 allowing P to be a general Dira manifold, using the expliit desription ofLie groupoids as quotients of path spaes as a powerful tool. The s.s.. groupoid of anyintegrable algebroid A an be onstruted as the quotient of the A-path spae by a foliation
F [8℄. Spei�ally, the preontat groupoid (Γc(Q), θ, f) of a Jaobi-Dira manifold Q anbe onstruted via the A-path spae Pa(L̄) with θ and f oming from a orresponding 1-form and funtion on the path spae. We refer to [9℄ [7℄ [16℄ and summarize the results inThm. 4.4 below. The advantage of this method is that we an use it in Theorems 4.8 and



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 174.10 to generalize Theorem 4.2 to the setting of Dira manifolds and one an apply it for ageneral group G ation as in [11℄.Preontat groupoids are de�ned in [16℄; we will adapt the de�nition there to math upthe onventions of [9℄ and [26℄.De�nition 4.3. A preontat groupoid is a Lie groupoid Γ over M equipped with a 1-form
θΓ and a funtion fΓ satisfying fΓ(gh) = fΓ(g)fΓ(h) and

m∗θΓ = pr∗1θΓpr
∗
2fΓ + pr∗2θΓand the non-degeneray ondition

ker t∗ ∩ ker s∗ ∩ ker θΓ ∩ ker dθΓ = {0}.The 1-form θΓ gives rise to a Jaobi-Dira struture on Γ whih an be pushed-forwardvia the soure map to obtain a Jaobi-Dira struture on M .Theorem 4.4. The s.s.. preontat groupoid (Γc(Q), θΓ, fΓ) of an integrable Jaobi-Diramanifold (Q, L̄) is the quotient spae of the A-path spae Pa(L̄) by A-homotopies, and θΓand fΓ ome from a 1-form θ̃ and a funtion f̃ on Pa(L̄). At the point a = (a4, a3, a1, a0) ∈

Pa(L̄), where (a4, a3, a1, a0) are omponents in TQ⊕ R ⊕ T ∗Q⊕ R, θ̃ and f̃ are
θ̃a(X) = −

∫ 1

0

〈

e(t)X(t), d

(
∫ 1

0
a0(t)dt

)〉

dt+

∫ 1

0
〈e(t)X(t), pr∗θc〉 dt,

f̃(a) =e(1), with e(t) := e
∫ t
0 −a3

(14)where X is a tangent vetor to Pa(L̄), hene a path itself (parameterized by t), and pr∗θc isthe pull-bak via pr : L̄→ T ∗Q of the anonial 1-form on T ∗Q.Proof. The equation for f̃ is taken from Prop. 3.5(i) of [9℄. It is shown there that f̃ desendsto the funtion fΓ on Γc(Q). To get the formula for θ̃, we reall from Setion 3.4 of [9℄ thatthe following map φ is an isomorphism preserving A-homotopy:
φ : Pa(L̄) × R → Pa(L̄×ψ R),mapping (a, s) with base path γ1 to ã := eγ0(t)a with base path (γ1, γ0), where γ0 := s−

∫ t

0 a3.Here ψ is the 1-oyle on L̄ given by (X, f)⊕ (ξ, g) 7→ f ; L̄×ψ R is the algebroid on Q×Robtained from the algebroid L̄ and the 1-oyle ψ, and it is isomorphi to the algebroidgiven by the Dira struture on Q×R obtained from the �Diraization� of (Q, L̄) (see Setion2.3 in [16℄).The orrespondene on the level of tangent spaes given by Tφ maps (δγ1, δs, δa) to
(δγ1, δγ0, δã) and satis�es

δγ0 = δs−

∫ t

0
a3,

δã1 = eγ0(δa1 + (δs −

∫ t

0
δa3)a1),

δã0 = eγ0(δa0 + (δs −

∫ t

0
δa3)a0).We identify L̄×ψ R with the Dira struture on Q× R indued via Diraization. Then onthe whole spae P (L̄ ×ψ R) of paths in L̄ ×ψ R there is a sympleti form ω oming fromintegrating the pull-bak of the anonial sympleti form on T ∗(Q × R) (see Setion 5 in[3℄). This form restrited to the A-path spae Pa(L̄ ×ψ R) is homogeneous w.r.t. the R



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 18omponent, i.e. ϕsω = esω, where ϕs is the �ow of ∂
∂s

with s the oordinate of R. Thisis beause ϕs ats on vetor �elds δã1 and δã0 by resaling by an es fator as the formulaof Tφ and γ0 show. This homogeneity survives the quotient to groupoids as shown in [9℄.Therefore θΓ omes from the 1-form θ̃ whose assoiated homogeneous sympleti form is ω,namely θ̃ = −i∗0i(
∂
∂s

)ω. With a straightforward alulation and the formula of Tφ, we havethe formula for θ̃ in (14). �Remark 4.5. The formula for θ̃ is a generalization of Theorem 4.2 in [7℄ in the ase L̄ thatomes from a Dira struture. To get the formula of the 1-form there up to sign4, one justhas to put e(t) = 1 whih orresponds to the ase that a3 = 0.In Lemma 2.3, we onstruted a Lie algebroid struture on π∗A the pull bak via π : Q→
P of any Lie algebroid A on P , provided there is a �at A-onnetion D̃ on the line bundle
K orresponding to Q. (π∗A turns out to be the transformation algebroid w.r.t. the ationby the �at onnetion). Now we show some funtorial property of this algebroid π∗A.Lemma 4.6. An A-path a in A an be lifted to an A-path in π∗A. The same is true for
A-homotopies. In other words, in the following diagram (for �n := [0, 1]n, n = 1, 2),

T�n

))RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

��

f

##GG
GG

GG
GG

G

�n

f0

##GGGGG
GGGG

((RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR π∗A //

��

A

��

Q
π

// Pany Lie algebroid morphism f : T�n → A satisfying a suitable boundary ondition [4℄ lifts toa Lie algebroid morphism from T�n to π∗A satisfying orresponding boundary onditions.Proof. Let γ be the base path of an A-path a, and let γ̃ be the parallel translation along aof some γ̃(0) ∈ π−1(γ(0)) as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Denoting by π∗a the lift of a to
π∗A with base path γ̃, we have ρ(π∗a) = hQ(a(γ(t)), γ̃(t)) = d/dt(γ̃), with ρ the anhor of
π∗A (see equation (5)). That is, π∗a is an A-path in π∗A over γ̃. The lifting of a is notunique. In fat it is deided by the hoie of a point in π−1(γ(0)) as initial value.Now we prove the same statement for A-homotopies. Suppose a(ǫ, t) is an A-homotopyover γ(ǫ, t), i.e. there exist A-paths (w.r.t. parameter ǫ) b(ǫ, t) also over γ satisfying5,(15) ∂tb− ∂ǫa = ∇ρAba−∇ρAab+ [a, b],and the boundary ondition b(ǫ, 0) = b(ǫ, 1) = 0, for any hoie of onnetion ∇ on TP .As above, we an lift γ to γ̃(ǫ, t). In fat, one we hoose γ̃(0, 0), we an use γ̃(0, 0) toobtain the lift γ̃(ǫ, 0) and then γ̃(ǫ, t). (The lift does not depend on whether we lift γ(ǫ, 0)or γ(0, t) �rst, beause the onnetion D̃ is �at). Then π∗a and π∗b are A-paths over γ̃w.r.t. parameters t and ǫ respetively. Moreover, we hoose a onnetion ∇̃ on Q induedfrom the onnetion ∇ on P suh that ∇̃XHY H = (∇XY )H , ∇̃XHE = 0, ∇̃EY

H = 04In [7℄ 1-forms on ontat groupoids are so that the target map is a Jaobi map, whereas here we adoptthe onvention (as in [26℄) that the soure map be Jaobi.5Stritly speaking, to make sense of the following equation, one needs to extend a and b to time-dependentloal setions. For example, ∂ǫa := ∇ ∂

∂ǫ
γη(ǫ, x)+ d

dǫ
η(ǫ, x), where η(ǫ, x) extending a(ǫ, t) is a time-dependentloal setion . The same holds for b. The result is independent of the hoie of extension; we refer the readerto [8℄ for details.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 19and ∇̃EE = 0, where the supersript H denotes the horizontal lift with respet to someonnetion we �x on the irle bundle π : Q→ P . (Sine E(π∗f) = 0 and XH(π∗f) = X(f)these requirements are onsistent. In fat, the onnetion ∇̃ on TQ = π∗TP ⊕ RE is justthe sum of the pullbak onnetion on π∗TP and of the trivial onnetion). Now we willprove that π∗a and π∗b satisfy (15) w.r.t. ∇̃. Notie that 〈π∗η, ∇̃EX〉 = 0 for all vetor�elds X, so we have
∇̃Eπ

∗η = 0, ∇̃( ∂
∂ǫ
γ)Hπ

∗η = π∗(∇ ∂
∂ǫ
γ
η).Therefore ∇̃ ∂

∂ǫ
γ̃π

∗η = π∗(∇ ∂
∂ǫ
γη). So ∂ǫπ∗a = π∗(∂ǫa). The same is true for π∗b. Moreover,sine ρ(π∗a) = (ρ(a))H + 〈β̃, a〉E (upon writing D̃ as in equation (4) and denoting by Hthe horizontal lift w.r.t. ker σ), similarly we have ∇̃ρ(π∗a)π

∗b = π∗(∇ρ(a)b) as well as theanalog term obtained swithing a and b. By the de�nition of Lie braket on π∗A, we alsohave [π∗a, π∗b] = π∗([a, b]). Therefore a, b satisfying (15) implies that the same equationholds for π∗a and π∗b. The boundary ondition π∗b(ǫ, 0) = π∗b(ǫ, 1) = 0 is obvious. Hene,
π∗a is an A-homotopy in π∗A. �Remark 4.7. We laim that all the A-paths and A-homotopies in π∗A are of the form π∗a.Indeed onsider a π∗A path â over a base path γ̂, i.e. ρ(â(t)) = d

dt
γ̂(t). Let γ := π ◦ γ̂ andlet a(t) be equal to â(t), seen as an element of Aγ(t). The ommutativity of

π∗A
hQ=ρ
−−−−→ TQ





y
π∗





y

A
ρA

−−−−→ TPimplies that a is an A-path over γ. Further, the horizontal lift of a starting at γ̂(0) satis�esby de�nition d
dt
γ̃(t) = hQ(a(γ(t)), γ̃(t)), so it oinides with γ̂. The same holds for A-homotopies.The next theorem generalizes the seond item of Thm. 4.2.Theorem 4.8. Let (P,L) be an integrable prequantizable Dira manifold and (Q, L̄) one ofits prequantization. We denote [·]A as the A-homotopy lass in the Lie algebroid A. Thenwe have the following results:(1) there is an S1 ation on the preontat groupoid Γc(Q) with moment map J1 = 1−fΓ;(2) J−1

1 (0) is a soure onneted and simply onneted subgroupoid of Γc(Q) and isisomorphi to the ation groupoid Γc(P ) ⋉Q ⇉ Q.(3) In terms of path spaes,
J−1

1 (0) = {[π∗a]L̄} = {[π∗a]L̄0
},where a is an A-path in Lc and π∗a is de�ned as in Lemma 4.6 (we identify π∗Lcwith L̄0 ⊂ L̄ as in Prop. 2.5). Hene we see that the Lie algebroid of J−1

1 (0) is L̄0,whih by Prop. 3.3 is equal to J−1(0).(4) the preontat redution Γc(Q)//0S
1 is isomorphi to the s.s.. ontat groupoid

Γc(P ) via the inverse of the following map
p : [a]Lc 7→ [π∗a]L̄,S1,where [·]L̄,S1 denotes S1 equivalene lasses of [·]L̄.Remark 4.9. The isomorphism p gives the same ontat groupoid struture on Γc(Q)//0S

1as in Theorem 4.2 in the ase when P is Poisson.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 20Proof. 1) The de�nition of the S1 ation is the same as in Theorem 4.2. J1 is de�ned by
J1(g) = θΓ(vΓ(g)), where vΓ is indued by the S1 ation on Q hene on L̄. More expliitly,
T (Pa(L̄)) is a subspae of the spae of paths in T L̄. If we take a onnetion ∇ on Q, then
T L̄ deomposes as TQ⊕ L̄. At (a4, a3, a1, a0) ∈ Pa(L̄) the in�nitesimal S1 ation ṽ on thepath spae is ṽ = (E(γ(t)), ∗, ∗, ∗, 0). So

J1([a]) = θ̃a(ṽ) =

∫ 1

0
(〈a1(t), E〉e−

∫ t

0
〈a1,E〉dt)dt = −

∫ 1

0
d(e−

∫ t

0
〈a1,E〉dt) = 1 − fΓ.

2) By 1) J−1
1 (0) = f−1

Γ (1). Sine fΓ is multipliative, it is lear that f−1
Γ (1) is asubgroupoid. Moreover using Thm. 4.4 we see that f−1

Γ (1) is made up by paths a =
(a4, a3, a1, a0) suh that(16) ∫ 1

0
〈a1(t), E〉dt = 0.Notie that this are not exatly the same as A-paths in L̄0, whih are the A-paths suh that

〈a1(t), E〉 ≡ 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1] (see Prop. 2.5).Now we show that J−1
1 (0) is soure onneted. Take g ∈ s

−1(x), and hoose an A-path
a(t) representing g over a base path γ(t) : I → Q. We will onnet g to x within J−1

1 (0) ∩
s
−1(x) in two steps: �rst we deform g to some other point h whih an be represented byan A-path in L̄0; then we �linearly shrink� h to x.Suppose the vetor bundle L̄ is trivial on a neighborhood U of the image of γ in Q.Choose a frame Y0, . . . , YdimQ for L̄|U , with the property that Y0 = (−AH , 1)⊕ (σ−π∗α, 0)(with σ, A and α as in Thm. 2.1) and that all other Yi satisfy 〈a1, E〉 = 0. In this frame,
a(t) =

∑dimQ
i=0 pi(t)Yi|γ(t) for some time-dependent oe�ients pi(t). De�ne the followingsetion of L̄|U : Yt,ǫ = (1 − ǫ)p0(t)Y0 +

∑dimQ
i=1 pi(t)Yi. De�ne a deformation γ(ǫ, t) of γ(t)by

d

dt
γ(ǫ, t) = ρ(Yt,ǫ), γ(ǫ, 0) = x,where ρ is the anhor of L̄ (one might have to extend U to make γ(ǫ, t) ∈ U for t ∈ [0, 1]).Let a(ǫ, t) := Yt,ǫ|γ(ǫ,t). For eah ǫ it is an A-path by onstrution, and a(0, t) = a(t). Using

g ∈ J−1
1 (0) (so that ∫

I
p0(t)dt = 0) we have

∫ 1

0
〈a1(ǫ, t), E〉dt =

∫ 1

0
〈(1−ǫ)p0(t)Y0 +

dimQ
∑

i=1

pi(t)Yi, (E, 0, 0, 0)〉−dt = (1−ǫ)

∫

I

p0(t)dt = 0,so [a(ǫ, ·)] lies in J−1
1 (0). Notie that a(1, t) satis�es 〈a1(1, t), E〉 ≡ 0 for all t; hene an A-path in L̄0. We denote h := [a(1, t)] and de�ne a ontinuous map pr : Pa(L̄|U ) → Pa(L̄0|U )by a(t) 7→ a(1, t).Then we an shrink linearly a(1, t) to the zero path, via aδ(1, t) := δa(1, δt) whih isan A-path over γ(1, δt). Taking equivalene lasses we obtain a path from h to x, whihmoreover lies in J−1

1 (0) beause 〈a1(1, t), E〉 ≡ 0.Now we show that J−1
1 (0) is soure simply onneted. If there is a loop g(s) = [a(1, s, t)]in a soure �bre of J−1

1 (0), then g(s) an shrink to x := s(g(s)) inside the big (s.s..!)groupoid Γc(Q) via g(ǫ, s) = [a(ǫ, s, t)]. We an assume a(ǫ, s, t) = sa(ǫ, 1, st). This is easyto realize sine we an simply take a(ǫ, s, t) = g(ǫ, st)−1d/dt(g(ǫ, st)). Then the a(i, 1, ·)'sare A-paths in L̄0 for i = 0, 1. This is beause both g(s) and x are paths in J−1
1 (0) whih
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0 sa(i, 1, st) = 0 for all s ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover the base paths γ(ǫ, s, t) form anembedded disk (one an assume that the deformation g(ǫ, s) has no self-intersetions) in Q.So we an take a simply onneted open set (for example a tubular neighborhood of thisdisk) U ⊂ Q ontaining γ(ǫ, s, t). Then L|U is trivial. Therefore there is a ontinuous map

pr suh that ā(ǫ, 1, ·) = pr(a(ǫ, 1, ·)) is an A-path in L̄0 and ā(1, 1, ·) = a(1, 1, ·). Then wean shrink g(s) = ḡ(1, s) to x = ḡ(0, s) via
ḡ(ǫ, s) := [sā(ǫ, 1, st)],whih is inside of J−1

1 (0) sine 〈ā1(ǫ, 1, t), E〉 ≡ 0.
3) To show that J−1

1 (0) = {[π∗a]L̄}, we just have to show that an A-path in L̄ satisfying(16) is A-homotopi (equivalent) to an A-path lying ontained in L̄0. Sine J−1
1 (0) hasonneted soure �bres, given a point g = [a] in J−1

1 (0), there is a path g(t) onneting gto s(g) lying in J−1
1 (0). Di�erentiating g(t) we get an A-path b(t) = g(t)−1ġ(t) whih is A-homotopi to a and sb(st) represents the point g(st) ∈ J−1(0). Therefore ∫ 1

0 〈sb1(st), E〉dt =

0, for all s ∈ [0, 1]. Hene 〈b1(t), E〉 ≡ 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1], i.e. b is a path in L̄0.To further show that J−1
1 (0) = {[π∗a]L̄0

}, we only have to show that if two A-paths in
L̄0 are A-homotopi in L̄ then they are also A-homotopi in L̄0. Let a(1, ·) and a(0, ·) betwo A-paths in L̄0, A-homotopi in L̄ and representing an element g ∈ J−1

1 (0). Integrate
sa(i, st) to get g(i, t) for i = 0, 1. Namely we have sa(i, st) = g(i, s)−1 d

dt
|t=sg(i, t). Then

g(i, t) are two paths onneting g and x := s(g) lying in the subgroupoid J−1
1 (0) sine a(i, t)are paths in L̄0. Sine the soure �bre of J−1

1 (0) is simply onneted, there is a homotopy
g(ǫ, t) ∈ J−1

1 (0) linking g(0, t) and g(1, t). So sa(ǫ, st) := g(ǫ, s)−1 d
dt
|t=sg(ǫ, t) is an A-pathin the variable t representing the element g(ǫ, s) ∈ J−1

1 (0) for every �xed s. Hene sa(ǫ, st)satis�es (16) for every s ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore 〈a1(ǫ, t), E〉 ≡ 0. Then a(ǫ, t) ⊂ L̄0 is an
A-homotopy between a(0, t) and a(1, t).Therefore J−1

1 (0) is the s.s.. Lie groupoid integrating J−1(0) = L̄0.
4) First of all, given an A-path a of Lc over the base path γ and a point γ̃(0) over γ(0) in

Q, we lift it to an A-path π∗a of L̄ as desribed in Lemma 4.6. By the same lemma, we seethat (Lc) A-homotopi A-paths in Lc lift to (L̄0) A-homotopi A-paths in π∗Lc ∼= L̄0 ⊂ L̄,so the map p is well de�ned Di�erent hoies of γ̃(0) give exatly the S1 orbit of (some hoieof) [π∗a]L̄. Surjetivity of the map p follows from the statement about A-paths in Remark4.7. Injetivity follows from the fat that {[π∗a]L̄} = {[π∗a]L̄0
} in 3) and the statementabout A-homotopies in Remark 4.7. �Given any integrable Dira manifold (P,L), there are two groupoids attahed to it. Oneis the presympleti groupoid Γs(P ) integrating L; the other is the preontat groupoid

Γc(P ) integrating Lc. In the non-integrable ase, these two groupoids still exist as stakygroupoids arrying the same geometri strutures (presympleti and preontat) [18℄. Inthis paper, to simplify the treatment, we view them as topologial groupoids arrying thesame name and when the topologial groupoids are smooth manifolds they have additionalpresympleti and preontat strutures. We state a theorem generalizing Theorem 2 and3 in [9℄ and the result in [2℄ from the Poisson ase to the Dira ase and sketh the proof.Theorem 4.10. For a Dira manifold (P,L), there is a short exat sequene of topologialgroupoids
1 → G → Γc(P )

τ
→ Γs(P ) → 1,



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 22where G is the quotient of the trivial groupoid R×P by a group bundle P over P de�ned by
Px :={

∫

[γ]
ωF : [γ] ∈ π2(F, x) and γ is the base of an

A-homotopy between paths representing 1x in L.},with F the presympleti leaf passing through x ∈ P and ωF the presympleti form on F .In the ase that (P,L) is integrable as a Dira manifold, then(1) the presympleti form Ω on Γs(P ) is related to the preontat form θ on Γc(P ) by
τ∗dθ = Ω,and the in�nitesimal ation R of R on Γc(P ) via R × P → G satis�es

LRθ = 0, i(R)θ = 1.(2) R is the left invariant vetor �eld extending the setion (0, 0)⊕(0,−1) of Lc ⊂ E1(P )as in Cor. 5.2;(3) the group Px is generated by the period of R;(4) Γs(P ) is prequantizable i� P ⊂ P ×Z; in this ase, the prequantization is Γc(P )/Z,where the Z viewed as a subgroup of R ats on Γc(P ).(5) If P is prequantizable as a Dira manifold, then Γs(P ) is prequantizable.Proof. The proof of (1) and (4) is the same as Setion 4 of [9℄. One only has to replae thePoisson bivetor π by Υ and the leaf-wise sympleti form of π by ωF . (3) is lear sine Rgenerates the R ation and G = R/P.For (2), we identify (0, 0) ⊕ (0,−1) with a setion of ker t∗ using Lemma 5.1 and thenextend it to a left invariant vetor �eld on J−1(0)/S1. Using Cor. 5.2 we see that theresulting vetor �eld is killed by s∗, t∗ and dθΓ and that it pairs to 1 with θΓ, so by the�non-degeneray� ondition in Def. 4.3 it must be equal to R.For (5), if P is prequantizable as a Dira manifold, then Υ = ρ∗Ω+dLβ for some integralform Ω on P and β ∈ Γ(L∗). Suppose f = adǫ + bdt is an algebroid homomorphism fromthe tangent bundle T� of a square [0, 1] × [0, 1] to L over the base map γ : � → P , i.e.
a(ǫ, t) is an A-homotopy over γ via b(ǫ, t) as in (15). Denoting by ωF the presympletiform of the leaf F in whih γ(�) lies, we have (see also Set. 3.3 of [2℄),

∫

γ

ωF =

∫

�

ωF (
∂γ

∂t
,
∂γ

∂ǫ
) =

∫

�

〈adǫ, bdt〉− =

∫

�

f∗Υ

=

∫

�

f∗(ρ∗Ω + dLβ) =

∫

�

f∗(ρ∗Ω) =

∫

�

γ∗ω =

∫

γ

ω ∈ Zwhere we used Υ = ρ∗ωF in the seond equation and f∗dLβ = ddR(f∗β) in the �fth. �4.3. Two examples. We present two expliit examples for Thm. 4.2 and 4.8.The �rst one generalizes Example 4.1.Example 4.11. Let (P, ω) be an integral sympleti manifold (non neessarily simply on-neted), and (Q, θ) a prequantization. The s.s.. ontat groupoid of (Q, θ) is (Q̄ ×π1(Q)

Q̄ × R,−e−sθ1 + θ2, e
−s) where Q̄ denotes the universal over of Q. As in Example4.1 the moment map is given by J1 = −e−s + 1 and the redued manifold at zero is

((Q̄ ×π1(Q) Q̄)/S1, [−θ1 + θ2]), where π1(Q) ats diagonally and the diagonal S1 ation isrealized by following the Reeb vetor �eld on Q̄.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 23Notie that the Reeb vetor �eld of (Q̄×π1(Q) Q̄)/S1 is the Reeb vetor �eld of the seondopy of Q̄. Dividing Q̄ by Z ⊂ (Flow of Reeb v.f.) is the same as dividing by the π1(Q̃)ation on Q̄, where Q̃ is the pullbak of Q → P via the universal overing P̃ → P . To seethis use that π1(Q̃) is generated by any of its Reeb orbits (look at the long exat sequeneorresponding to S1 → Q̃→ P̃ ), and that the Reeb vetor �eld of Q̄ is obtained lifting theone on Q̃. Also notie that π1(Q̃) embeds into π1(Q) (as the subgroup generated by theReeb orbits of Q) and that the quotient by the embedded image is isomorphi to π1(P ), bythe long exat sequene for S1 → Q→ P . So the quotient of (Q̄×π1(Q) Q̄)/S1 by the π1(Q̃)ation on the seond fator is (Q̃×π1(P ) Q̃)/S1 where we used Q̄/π1(Q̃) = Q̃ on eah fator.This groupoid, together with the indued 1-form [−θ1 + θ2], is learly the prequantizationof the s.s.. sympleti groupoid (P̃ ×π1(P ) P̃ ,−ω1 + ω2) of (P, ω).In the seond example we onsider a Lie algebra g. Its dual g
∗ is endowed with a linearPoisson struture Λ, alled Lie-Poisson struture, and the Euler vetor �eld A satis�es

Λ = −dΛA. So the prequantization ondition (2) for (g∗,Λ) is satis�ed, with Ω = 0 and
β = A. We display the ontat groupoid integrating the indued prequantization (Q, L̄) forthe simple ase that g be one dimensional; then we show that (a disrete quotient of) the
S1 ontat redution of this groupoid is the prequantization of the sympleti groupoid of
g
∗.Example 4.12. Let g = R be the one-dimensional Lie algebra. We laim that the prequan-tization Q = S1 × g

∗ of g
∗ as above has as a s.s.. ontat groupoid Γc(Q) the quotientof(17) (R5, xdǫ− etdθ1 + dθ2, e

t)by the diagonal Z ation on the variables (θ1, θ2). Here the oordinates on the �ve fators of
R

5 are (θ1, t, ǫ, θ2, x). The groupoid struture is the produt of the following three groupoids:
R × R = {(θ1, θ2)} the pair groupoid; R × R = {(t, x)} the ation groupoid given by the�ow of the vetor �eld −x∂x on R, i.e. (t′, e−tx) · (t, x) = (t′ + t, x); and R = {ǫ} the group.To see this, �rst determine the prequantization of (g∗,Λ): it is Q = S1 × R with Jaobistruture (E ∧ x∂x, E), where E = ∂θ is the in�nitesimal generator of the irle ation and
x∂x is just the Euler vetor �eld on g

∗ (see [5℄). This Jaobi manifold has two open leaves,and we �rst fous on one of them, say Q+ = S1×R+. This is a loally onformal sympletileaf, with struture (dθ ∧ dx
x
, dx
x

).We determine the s.s. ontat groupoid Γc(Q+) of (Q+, dθ∧
dx
x
, dx
x

) applying Lemma 6.1(hoosing g̃ = log x, so that e−g̃Ω̃ = d(x−1dθ) there). We obtain the quotient of
(Q̃+ × R × Q̃+, x2dǫ−

x2

x1
dθ1 + dθ2,

x2

x1
)by the diagonal Z ation on the variables (θ1, θ2). Here (θi, xi) are the oordinates on thetwo opies of the universal over Q̃+

∼= R × R+ and ǫ is the oordinate on the R fator.The groupoid struture is given by the produt of the pair groupoid over Q̃+ and group R.This ontat groupoid, and the one belonging to Q− = S1 × R−, will sit as open ontatsubgroupoids in the ontat groupoid ofQ, and the question is how to �omplete� the disjointunion of Γc(Q+) and Γc(Q−) to obtain the ontat groupoid of Q. A lue omes from thesimplest ase of groupoid with two open orbits and a losed one to separate them, namelythe transformation groupoid of a vetor �eld on R with exatly one zero. The transformationgroupoid assoiated to −x∂x is R × R = {(t, x)} with soure given by x, target given by
e−tx and multipliation (t′, e−tx) · (t, x) = (t′ + t, x). Notie that, on eah of the two open



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 24orbits R+ and R− the groupoid is isomorphi to a pair groupoid by the orrespondene
(t, x) ∈ R × R± 7→ (e−tx, x) ∈ R± × R±, with inverse (x1, x2) 7→ (log(x2

x1
), x2).Now we embed Γc(Q+) into the groupoid Γc(Q) desribed in (17) by the mapping

(θ1, x1, ǫ, θ2, x2) 7→

(

θ1, t = log(
x2

x1
), ǫ, θ2, x = x2

)

,and similarly for Γc(Q−). The ontat forms and funtion translate to those indiated in(17), whih as a onsequene also satisfy the multipliativity ondition. One heks diretlythat the one form is a ontat form also on the omplement {x = 0} of the two opensubgroupoids. Therefore the one desribed in (17) is a ontat groupoid, and sine we knowthat the soure map is a Jaobi map on the open dense set sitting over Q+ and Q−, it isthe ontat groupoid of (Q,E ∧ x∂x, E).Now we onsider the S1 ontat redution of the above s.s.. groupoid Γc(Q). As shownin the proof of Theorem 4.2 the moment map is J1 = 1 − fΓ = 1 − et, so its zero levelset is {t = 0}. The de�nition of moment map and the fat that the in�nitesimal generator
vΓ of the S1 ation projets to E both via soure and via target imply that on {t = 0}we have vΓ = (∂θ1 , 0, 0, ∂θ2 , 0). So J−1(0)/S1 is R

3 with oordinates (θ := θ2 − θ1, ǫ, x),1-form dθ + xdǫ, soure and target both given by x and groupoid multipliation given byaddition in the θ and ǫ fators. Upon division of the θ fator by Z (notie that the Reebvetor �eld of Γc(Q) is ∂θ2) this is learly just the prequantization of T ∗
R, endowed withthe anonial sympleti form dx∧dǫ and �ber addition as groupoid multipliation, i.e. theprequantization of the sympleti groupoid of the Poisson manifold (R, 0).5. Appendix ILemma 5.1. Let (Γ, θΓ, fΓ) be a preontat groupoid (as in De�nition 4.3) over the Jaobi-Dira manifold (Q, L̄), so that the soure map be a Jaobi-Dira map. Then a Lie algebroidisomorphism between ker s∗|Q and L̄ is given by

Y 7→ (t∗Y,−rΓ∗Y ) ⊕ (−dθΓ(Y )|TQ, θΓ(Y ))(18)where e−rΓ = fΓ. An algebroid isomorphism between ker t∗|Q and L̄ (obtained omposingthe above with i∗ for i the inversion) is
Y 7→ (s∗Y, rΓ∗Y ) ⊕ (dθΓ(Y )|TQ,−θΓ(Y ))(19)Proof. Consider the groupoid Γ×R over Q×R with target map t̃(g, t) = (t(g), t−rΓ(g)) andthe obvious soure s̃ and multipliation. (Γ × R, d(etθΓ)) is then a presympleti groupoidwith the property that s̃ is a forward Dira map onto (Q× R, L̃), where
L̃(q,t) = {(X, f) ⊕ et(ξ, g) : (X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) ∈ Lq}is the �Diraization� ([24℄[16℄) of the Jaobi-Dira struture L̄ and t is the oordinate on R.In the speial ase that L̄ orresponds to a Jaobi struture this is just Prop. 2.7 of [9℄; inthe general ase (but assuming di�erent onventions for the multipliativity of θΓ and forwhih of soure and target is a Jaobi-Dira map) this is Prop. 3.3 in [16℄. We will proveonly the �rst isomorphism above (the one for ker s∗|Q); the other one follows by omposingthe �rst isomorphism with i∗. Now we onsider the following diagram of spaes of setions



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 25(on the left olumn we have setions over Q, on the right olumn setions over Q× R):
Γ(ker s∗|Q)

Φs−−−−→ Γ(ker s̃∗|Q×R)




y
Φ





y

Γ(L̄)
ΦL−−−−→ L̃.The �rst horizontal arrow Φs is Y 7→ Ỹ , where the latter denotes the onstant extension of

Y along the R diretion of the base Q × R. Notie that the projetion pr : Γ × R → Γ isa groupoid morphism, so it indues a surjetive algebroid morphism pr∗ : ker s̃∗|Q×R →

ker s∗|Q. Sine setions Ỹ as above are projetable, by Prop. 4.3.8. in [15℄ we have
pr∗[Ỹ1, Ỹ2] = [Y1, Y2], and sine pr∗ is a �berwise isomorphism we dedue that Φs is abraket-preserving map.The vertial arrow Φ is indued from the following isomorphism of Lie algebroids (Cor.4.8 iii of [3℄6 ) valid for any presympleti manifold (Γ̃,Ω) over a Dira manifold (N, L̃) forwhih the soure map is Dira:

ker s̃∗|N → L̃ , Z 7→ (t̃∗Z,−Ω(Z)|TN ).In our ase, as mentioned above, the presympleti form is d(etθΓ).The seond horizontal arrow ΦL is the natural map
(X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) ∈ Lq 7→ (X, f) ⊕ et(ξ, g) ∈ L̄(q,t)whih preserves the Lie algebroid braket (see the remarks after De�nition 3.2 of [24℄).One an hek that (Φ ◦ Φs)(Y ) = (t̃∗Ỹ ) ⊕ (−d(etθΓ)(Ỹ )|TQ×R) lies in the image ofthe injetive map ΦL. The resulting map from Γ(ker s∗) to Γ(L̄) is given by (18) and thearguments above show that this map preserves brakets. Further it is lear that this map ofsetions is indued by a vetor bundle morphism given by the same formula, whih learlypreserves not only the braket of setions but also the anhor, so that the map ker s∗|Q → L̄given by (18) is a Lie algebroid morphism.To show that it is an isomorphism one an argue notiing that ker s∗ and L̄ have the samedimension and show that the vetor bundle map is injetive, by using the �non-degenerayondition� in Def. 4.3 and the fat that the soure and target �bers of Γ × R are pre-sympleti orthogonal to eah other. �The vetor bundle morphisms in the above lemma give a haraterization of vetorstangent to the s or t �bers of a preontat groupoid as follows. Consider for instane avetor λ in L̄x, where L̄ is the Jaobi-Dira struture on the base Q. This vetor orrespondsto some Yx ∈ ker t∗ by the isomorphism (19), and by left translation we obtain a vetor�eld Y tangent to t

−1(x). Of ourse, every vetor tangent to t
−1(x) arises in this way fora unique λ. The vetor �eld Y satis�es the following equations at every point g of t

−1(x),whih follow by simple omputation from the multipliativity of θΓ: θΓ(Yg) = θΓ(Yx),
dθΓ(Yg, Z) = dθΓ(Yx, s∗Z)− rΓ∗Yx · θΓ(Z) for all Z ∈ TgΓ, rΓ∗Yg = rΓ∗Yx and s∗Yg = s∗Yx.Notie that the right hand sides of this properties an be expressed in terms of the fouromponents of λ ∈ E1(Q), and that by the �non-degeneray� of θΓ these properties areenough to uniquely determine Yg. We sum up this disussion into the following orollary,whih an be used as a tool in omputations on preontat groupoids in the same way that6In [3℄ the authors adopted the onvention that the target map be a Dira map. Here we use their resultapplied to the pre-sympleti form −Ω.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 26hamiltonian vetor �elds are used on ontat or sympleti groupoids (suh as the proof ofThm. 4.2):Corollary 5.2. Let (Γ, θΓ, fΓ) be a preontat groupoid (as in De�nition 4.3) and denote by
L̄ the Jaobi-Dira struture on the base Q so that soure map is Jaobi-Dira. Then thereis bijetion between setions of L̄ and vetor �elds on Γ whih are tangent to the t-�bers andare left invariant. To a setion (X, f) ⊕ (ξ, g) of L̄ ⊂ E1(Q) orresponds the unique vetor�eld Y tangent to the t-�bers whih satis�es

• θΓ(Y ) = −g

• dθΓ(Y ) = s
∗ξ − fθΓ

• s∗Y = X.
Y furthermore satis�es rΓ∗Y = f . 6. Appendix IIA loally onformal sympleti (l..s.) manifold is a manifold (Q,Ω, ω) where Ω is anon-degenerate 2-form and ω is a losed 1-form satisfying dΩ = ω∧Ω. Any Jaobi manifoldis foliated by ontat and l..s. leaves (see for example [26℄); in partiular a l..s. manifoldis a Jaobi manifold, and hene, when it is integrable, it has an assoiated s.s.. ontatgroupoid. In this appendix we will onstrut expliitly this groupoid; we make use of it inExample 4.12.Lemma 6.1. Let (Q,Ω, ω) a loally onformal sympleti manifold. Consider the pullbakstruture on the universal over (Q̃, Ω̃, ω̃), and write ω̃ = dg̃. Then Q is integrable as aJaobi manifold i� the sympleti form e−g̃Ω̃ is a multiple of an integer form. In that ase,hoosing g̃ so that e−g̃Ω̃ is integer, the s.s.. ontat groupoid of (Q,Ω, ω) is the quotient of

(

R̃×R R̃, e
s̃
∗ g̃(−σ̃1 + σ̃2),

es̃
∗g̃

et̃∗g̃

)

,(20)a groupoid over Q̃, by a natural π1(Q) ation. Here (R̃, σ̃) is the universal over (withthe pullbak 1-form) of a prequantization (R,σ) of (Q̃, e−g̃Ω̃), and the group R ats by thediagonal lift of the S1 ation on R.Proof. Using for example the algebroid integrability riteria of [8℄, one sees that (Q,Ω, ω)is integrable as a Jaobi manifold i� (Q̃, Ω̃, ω̃) is. Lemma 1.5 in Appendix I of [26℄ statesthat, given a ontat groupoid, multiplying the ontat form by s
∗u and the multipliativefuntion by s

∗u
t∗u

gives another ontat groupoid, for any non-vanishing funtion u on thebase. Suh an operation orresponds to twisting the groupoid, viewed just as a Jaobimanifold, by the funtion s
∗u−1, hene the Jaobi struture indued on the base by therequirement that the soure be a Jaobi map is the twist of the original one by u−1. So

(Q̃, Ω̃, ω̃) is integrable i� the sympleti manifold (Q̃, e−g̃Ω̃) is Jaobi integrable, and bySetion 7 of [9℄ this happens exatly when the lass of e−g̃Ω̃ is a multiple of an integer one.Choose g̃ so that this lass is atually integer. A ontat groupoid of (Q̃, e−g̃Ω̃) is learly
(R×S1R, [−σ1+σ2], 1), where the S1 ation on R×R is diagonal and � [ ]� denotes the formdesending from R × R. This groupoid is not s.s..; the s.s.. one is R̃ ×R R̃, where the Ration on R̃ is the lift of the S1 ation on R. The soure simply onnetedness follows sine
R ats transitively (even though not neessarily freely) on eah �ber of the map R̃→ Q̃, and



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 27this in turns holds beause any S1 orbit in R generates π1(R) and beause the fundamentalgroup of a spae always ats (by lifting loops) transitively on the �bers of its universal over.By the above ited Lemma from [26℄ we onlude that (20) is the s.s.. ontat groupoidof (Q̃, Ω̃, ω̃). The fundamental group of Q ats on Q̃ respeting its geometri struture, soit ats on its algebroid T ∗Q̃×R. Sine the path-spae onstrution of the s.s.. groupoid isanonial (see Subsetion 4.2), π1(Q) ats on the s.s.. groupoid (20) preserving the groupoidand geometri struture. Hene the quotient is a s.s.. ontat groupoid over (Q,Ω, ω), andits soure map is a Jaobi map, so it is the s.s.. ontat groupoid of (Q,Ω, ω). �7. Appendix IIIIn this Appendix, we desribe an alternative attempt to derive the geometri strutureon the irle bundles Q from a prequantizable Dira manifold (P,L) and a suitable hoieof onnetion D. Even though we an make our onstrution work only if we start with asympleti manifold, we believe the onstrution is interesting on its own right.First we reall Vorobjev's onstrution in Setion 4 of [20℄, whih the author there usesto study the linearization problem of Poisson manifolds near a sympleti leaf. Considera transitive algebroid A over a base P with anhor ρ; the kernel ker ρ is a bundle of Liealgebras. Choose a splitting γ : TP → A of the anhor. Its urvature Rγ is a 2-form on Pwith values in Γ(ker ρ) (given by Rγ(v,w) = [γv, γw]A−γ[v,w]). The splitting γ also induesa (TP-)ovariant derivative ∇ on ker ρ by ∇vs = [γv, s]A . Now, if P is endowed with asympleti form ω, a neighborhood of the zero setion in (ker ρ)∗ inherits a Poisson struture
Λvert + Λhor as follows (Theorem 4.1 in [20℄): denoting by Fs the �berwise linear funtionon (ker ρ)∗ obtained by ontration with the setion s of ker ρ, the Poisson bivetor has avertial omponent determined by Λvert(dFs1 , dFs2) = F[s1,s2]. It also has a omponent Λhorwhih is tangent to the Ehresmann onnetion Hor given by the dual onnetion7 to ∇ onthe bundle (ker ρ)∗; Λhor at e ∈ (ker ρ)∗ is obtained by restriting the non-degenerate form
ω − 〈Rγ , e〉 to Hore and inverting it. (Here we are identifying Hore and the orrespondingtangent spae to P .)To apply Vorobjev's onstrution in our setting, let (P, ω) be a prequantizatible sym-pleti manifold and (K,∇K) its prequantization line bundle with Hermitian onnetion ofurvature 2πiω. By Lemma 2.2 we obtain a �at TP ⊕ω R-onnetion D̃(X,f) = ∇X + 2πifon K. Now we make use of the following well know fat about extensions, whih an beproven by diret omputation:Lemma 7.1. Let A be a Lie algebroid over M , V a vetor bundle over M , and D̃ a �at
A-onnetion on V . Then A ⊕ V beomes a Lie algebroid with the anhor of A as anhorand braket

[(X1, s1), (X2, s2)] = ([X1,X2]A, D̃X1s2D̃X2s1).Therefore A := TP ⊕ω R ⊕K is a transitive Lie algebroid over P , with isotropy bundle
ker ρ = R ⊕K and braket [(f1, S1), (f2, S2)] = [(0, 2πi(f1S2 − f2S1)] there. Now hoosingthe anonial splitting γ of the anhor TM ⊕ω R ⊕ K → TM we see that its urvatureis Rγ(X1,X2) = (0, ω(X1,X2), 0). The horizontal distribution on the dual of the isotropybundle is the produt of the trivial one on R and of the one orresponding to ∇K on K(upon identi�ation of K and K∗ by the metri). By the above, there is a Poisson strutureon R ⊕ K, at least near the zero setion: the Poisson bivetor at (t, q) has a horizontalomponent given by lifting the inverse of (1− t)ω and a vertial omponent whih turns out7In [20℄ the author phrases this ondition as Lhor(X)Fs = F∇Xs.



ON THE GEOMETRY OF PREQUANTIZATION SPACES 28to be 2π(iq∂q)∧ ∂t, where �iq∂q� denotes the vetor �eld tangent to the irle bundles in Kobtained by turning by 90◦ the Euler vetor �eld q∂q. A sympleti leaf is learly given by
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